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Enter publication information into Oracle database
Archive digital publication files
Print (most publications are print-on-demand)

Pre-fieldwork:
, acquire basemaps, and digitize existing geology

Enter project name into Oracle database

Compile literature
Logistics and contracts
Determine final project area

Digitize preliminary geology from interpreted orthorectified air photos

Pick prospective area and write proposal

Fieldwork: field data entry, field analyses, compile map, revise digital 
geology

Post-fieldwork: ,
. 

additional data entry  
sort, prep, and submit samples for analysis

scan field notes, digitize draft map, 

Data Analysis: 
Revise map, write unit descriptions and text, draft figures

Notify Geologic Communications of upcoming publication

Conduct meetings with remote team members
Publish non-map data
QC database

Map layout
Start metadata
Load field data into Oracle database

, GIS work, and vectorize topography

Technical review and revisions
Turn in STATEMAP draft

Final map layout

Editorial review and revisions
Metadata review

Publish!

Approvals

Digital files are packaged by the author for the web
Project files and samples are archived
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Event Response

Collecting & 
Disseminating Data 

(Non-Map)
Collecting & 

Disseminating Data 
(Map)

Miscellaneous

Administrative Tasks

Public 
Requests/Outreach Inter-Agency 

Requests/Representation Industry 
Reports/Tracking

Database 
Projects/Legacy 

Archiving

Geophysical Data 
Acquisition

IT and Application 
Support

Shepherding Geologic Data from the Outcrop to Publication (and Beyond?)

Jennifer E. Athey and DGGS staff
Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys (DGGS)

Ideal time distribution
 per category:

Volcanology

Engineering
Geology

Energy
Resources

Mineral
Resources

Geologic
Communications

DGGS sections

Publication sales; in-house 
and virtual library; editorial 
services; IT, GIS, application, 
and web support; enterprise 
database management

Study of geologic data for 
engineering purposes and 
hazard mitigation; conducts 
surficial-geologic mapping 

Part of the Alaska Volcano 
Observatory (AVO) consor-
tium; volcano mapping and 
study; provides critical data-
base, web, logistics, and GIS 
support for AVO

Generates new geologic 
mapping and topical reports 
on Alaska’s frontier areas that 
may host oil, gas, or coal, or 
geothermal resources

Generates new geologic 
mapping in prospective 
mineral terranes; contracts 
geophysical surveys; moni-
tors the mineral industry

Outcrop-to-Publication Committee
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In order to better understand our current workload, 
upper management, administrative support, and interns estimated their time 
spent per category below.  A ~10% redistribution of time resources is 
possible in two DGGS sections. Most tasks assigned to sections are critical 
to the Survey’s mission and cannot be tabled in favor of moving data through 
the outcrop-to-publication process.

every employee except 

With the end of obligations to an education outreach 
program, the Engineering Geology section plans to 
increase its overall collection and dissemination of 
geologic data.

How important is education outreach to the mission of 
geologic surveys?

Volcanology section plans to increase its time spent on 
event response.

Energy Resources section favors publishing non-map 
data because they are what their users want. Non-map 
data arguably help define the framework geology better 
and faster than “postage stamp” discontinuous map 
coverage in frontier territory.

Geologic Communications section’s time spent on 
map, non-map, and geophysical data reflects the time 
required for the final publications process: editing, 
layout, database entry, approvals, and printing.

What is the best way to conduct t ime-cri t ical geo-
logic mapping over essential ly “virgin” ground?

Mineral Resources section plans to scale back to one 
geologic mapping project per year, and spend 35%, 
instead of 21.5%, of time resources on a given project. 

Current time distribution
 per category:

Current time distribution
for all sections

Each DGGS section analyzed its 
boxes) were discussed in committee. Currently geologists complete most of this process themselves, including logistics, 
GIS, and cartography. Internal applications are created to automate iterative processes (Papp, 2005; Papp and others, 
2007). The enterprise Oracle database is ready to populate except with spatial objects (Freeman, 2001a, 2001b; Freeman 
and others, 2002; Freeman and Sturmann, 2004). The Volcanology section maintains a separate database and set of data-
management procedures for the Alaska Volcano Observatory.

workflow for bottlenecks and inefficiencies , and solutions (in  (shown in  below)purple

Not getting completed for lack of time

Procurement process taking too long
Hire a shared technician

Air photos have to be re-ordered and 
orthorectified if the project area changes shape

Preliminary air photo interpretation is happening 
in the field due to lack of time

Take field notes on tablet computers instead of paper
(Athey and others, 2008)

Have to create a map layout before map goes for review
Hire a shared GIS technician/cartographer

Use video conferencing and new internet communications

Hire a journey-level geologist
Format output from database for publication

Not getting completed
for lack of time

Hire a shared technician

Train staff on metadata, tools, and templates

Create field databases with enterprise database structure

Hire a shared GIS technician/cartographer

Create a more user-friendly web interface for
publication information in the database

Create a bibliographic application for the database
Contract out large publications

Build application to index digital and paper
files and samples
Treat archiving as a critical part of the project

Jennifer Athey (coordinator) De Anne Stevens Simone Montayne David LePain
Robert Gillis (coordinator) Rocky Reifenstuhl Trent Hubbard Marwan Wartes
Janet Schaefer (coordinator) Alfred Sturmann David Szumigala Rod Combellick
Melanie Werdon Andrea Loveland Paula Davis other staff as available

Conclusions

�DGGS is overcommitted on time and projects. In most cases, 
current obligations cannot be set aside in order to finish 
publications.

�There are many ways to increase efficiency within the 
outcrop-to-publication process. 

�

�

Future Discussion Topics

Hiring a shared technician to manage logistics and opera-
tional tasks and a shared GIS technician/cartographer 
primarily to create map layouts will save geologists 
significant time.

Although work is needed to streamline this process, we’ve 
come a long way since 1998, when Gail Davidson (1998) 
dreamt of DGGS geologists using GIS for spatial analysis.

�Eventually data and spatial objects will be served online by 
the database. 

�As new applications and databases come online, time is 
needed to maintain them, leaving less time for development. 
Implementing web-database functionality is time-intensive. 

�DGGS would like to maintain a repository of Alaska’s 
geologic data.

�

Should we become a paperless organization?

Should DGGS have a software development  group?

 How much time should we allot to compiling and 
inputting legacy and other agencies’ data?

Data compilation-database projects do not come with funds 
for maintenance of the product. 

 
How can we set up our 

organization to keep databases up-to-date?

How can we increase output of geologic map publications?
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